Land-use planning reform is key to restoring housing affordability in the
Greater Golden Horseshoe

There is widespread awareness that something is amiss in the housing market
in the large region centred on Toronto1 with increases in housing prices and,
less so, rents, outpacing income growth by a wide margin. Increasingly
middle-income households are joining lower-income groups in not being able
to access the kinds of housing their counterparts in previous generations were
able to afford without paying excessive portions of their incomes. The
incoming government will need to enact policies to address housing
affordability challenges for low- and middle-income Ontarians.

Housing prices in the Greater Golden Horseshoe remain elevated even after
several policy interventions by the federal, provincial, and municipal
governments. Recent data that show a short-term softening should not
obscure the overall trends. Remember housing affordability hit its worst levels
in 27 years in Q2 2017.2 Royal Bank’s housing affordability measure (which
shows the proportion of median pre-tax housing income required to service
the costs of owning the average home) is now roughly 75 percent in Toronto.3
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These elevated costs have various economic and social implications –
including (but not limited to): high household debt, long commutes, wealth
transfers, labour market distortions, and so on. Policymakers from all levels of
government and from across the political spectrum thus continue to grapple
with how best to address housing unaffordability.

Many observers, including politicians, media and the general public, blame
demand factors for this deterioration in overall affordability. There is no
question that rising demand has been an important contributor to rising
housing prices and rents. Fundamental demand sources like migrationgenerated population growth, aging of millennials, and job creation along with
extremely low mortgage interest rates have created a robust demand for
housing over the past 15 years.
But housing affordability relief will not be coming from the demand side. The
consensus is that demographic and economic forces will continue to favour a
robust demand for housing in the coming years though not at the speculativedriven fervent pace of 2016. The aging of millennials and the rising influx of
migrants are expected to tilt demand to ground-related homes (singles, semis
and townhouses) and to low-rise apartments like stacked townhouses.

The relief will have to come from the supply side of the housing market –
namely the construction of more new housing units. As economics 101 tells
us, housing prices are mutually determined by the interaction of supply and
demand. When supply fails to expand to meet demand the result is high and
rising housing prices or rents. Recent research published by CMHC
documents that the response of new housing supply to a given rise in housing
prices is much lower in the Toronto and Vancouver regions than in other large
urban regions examined especially Edmonton and Montreal. If the supply
responsiveness in the Toronto region were to increase to that of Edmonton
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and Montreal we would be building 3,000-5,000 more units every year which
would help counter upward price pressures.4
The single largest cause of the sluggish supply responsiveness of the new
housing supply to rising prices is the land-use planning system that governs
the supply of serviced sites for new housing whether on greenfield lands in the
905 regions or on redevelopment sites in built-up areas like the city of Toronto.
The Province is the architect of the regional planning system which
municipalities are required to implement. The current system pays little
attention to the necessity to have an ample supply of “shovel-ready” sites in
inventory to accommodate the demand for new housing for a range of housing
types and locations. Builders cannot construct new housing without zoned
sites serviced with sewer and water – an inadequate supply of new housing by
unit type means higher prices.
Providing serviced sites to meet the demand for new housing when it arises is
an important goal of land use planning. Unfortunately, in Ontario since the
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe was introduced in 2006 this
key goal has been overshadowed by an array of mainly environmental goals.
Other limitations of the current planning regime are the unrealistic premise that
a housing unit is a housing unit whether it is a single-detached house or a 600
square foot suite in a high-rise condominium building, and a focus on longerterm land needs rather than the more pressing immediate needs for serviced
sites on which to build.

Before turning to housing policies to significantly increase the supply of new
housing, there is a need for the province to acknowledge:
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